Robert F. Sibert Informational Honor Medal Winners

2019 Camp Panda: Helping Cubs Return to the Wild – Thimmesh 599.789 T485c
Spooked!: How a Radio Broadcast and The War of the Worlds Sparked the 1938 Invasion of America – Jarrow 791.4472 J296s
The Unwanted: Stories of the Syrian Refugees – Brown 956.9104 B812a
We Are Grateful: Otsaliheliga –Sorell 975.004 S68w
When Angels Sing: The Story of Rock Legend Carlos Santana – Mahin B Sa598m

2018 Chef Roy Choi and the Street Food Remix -- Briggs Martin B C453M
Grand Canyon -- Chin 557.91 C441g
Not so different: What You Really Want to Ask about Having a Disability – Burcaw 362.4 B892n

2017 Giant Squid written – Fleming 594.58 F6286gi
Sachiko: A Nagasaki Bomb Survivor’s Story – Stelson B Ya265
Uprooted: The Japanese American Experience During World War II -- Marrin 940.53170973 M349up
We Will Not Be Silent: The White Rose Student Resistance Movement That Defied Adolf Hitler -- Freedman 943.086 F875w

2016 Drowned City: Hurricane Katrina and New Orleans -- Brown 976.044 B812d
The Boys Who Challenged Hitler: Knud Pedersen and the Churchill Club -- Hoose 940.5348 H769b
Turning 15 on the Road to Freedom: My Story of the 1965 Selma Voting Rights March, - - Lowery 323.1196 L953t

2015 Brown Girl Dreaming – Woodson F W868b
The Family Romanov: Murder, Rebellion, & the Fall of Imperial Russia Fleming 947.08 F629f
Josephine: The Dazzling Life of Josephine Baker -- Powell B B174P
Neighborhood Sharks: Hunting with the Great Whites of California’s Farallon Islands – Roy 597 R812n
Separate Is Never Equal: Sylvia Mendez & Her Family’s Fight for Desegregation Tonatiuh 379.26 T61s
2014 A Splash of Red: The Life and Art of Horace Pippin Bryant 759.13 B841s
Look Up! Bird-Watching in Your Own Backyard -- Cate
Locomotive by Brian Floca 385 F651l
The Mad Potter: George E. Ohr, Eccentric Genius -- Greenberg 738.092 G829m
2013 Electric Ben: The Amazing Life and Times of Benjamin Franklin -- Byrd B F854B
Moonbird: A Year on the Wind with the Great Survivor B95 -- Hoose 598 H769m
Titanic: Voices from the Disaster -- Hopkinson
2012 Black & White: The Confrontation between Reverend Fred L. Shuttlesworth and Eugene ‘Bull’ Connor -- Brimner
Drawing from Memory -- Say B Sa99D
The Elephant Scientist -- O’Connell 599.67 O65
Witches!: The Absolutely True Tale of Disaster in Salem -- Schanzer
2011 Ballet for Martha: Making Appalachian Spring -- Greenberg 792.8 G829b
Lafayette and the American Revolution -- Freedman B L1309F
2010 The Day-Glo Brothers: The True Story of Bob and Joe Switzer’s Bright Ideas and Brand-New Colors -- Barton B Sw68B
Moonshot: The Flight of Apollo 11 -- Floca 629.45 F651m
Claudette Colvin: Twice Toward Justice -- Hoose 323.1 F875f
2009 Bodies from the Ice: Melting Glaciers and the Recovery of the Past -- Deem 930 D36b
What to Do About Alice? : How Alice Roosevelt Broke the Rules, Charmed the World, and Drove Her Father Teddy Crazy! -- Kerley and 973.9 F457w

2008 Lightship -- Floca
Spiders -- Bishop 595.4 B542s

2007 Freedom Riders : John Lewis and Jim Zwerg on the Front Lines of the Civil Rights Movement -- Bausum
Quest for the Tree Kangaroo: An Expedition to the Cloud Forest of New Guinea -- Montgomery
To Dance: A Ballerina’s Graphic Novel – Siegel 599.2 M767q

2006 Hitler Youth: Growing Up in Hitler’s Shadow -- Bartoletti 943.086 B285h

2005 Walt Whitman: Words for America – Kerley B W595k
The Tarantula Scientist – Montgomery Bishop
Sequoyah: The Cherokee Man Who Gave His People Writing -- Rumford,

2004 I Face the Wind – Cobb

2003 Six Days in October: The Stock Market Crash of 1929 – Blumenthal
Hole in My Life -- Gantos F G158h
Action Jackson -- Greenberg B P761G
When Marian Sang – Ryan B An24R

2002 Surviving Hitler: A Boy in the Nazi Death Camps by Andrea Warren

Vincent van Gogh -- Greenberg 759.9492 G829v
Brooklyn Bridge by Lynn Curlee

2001 The Longitude Prize – Dash
Blizzard! The Storm That Changed America -- Murphy

My Season with Penguins: An Antarctic Journal by Sophie Webb 598.47 W38m
Pedro and Me: Friendship, Loss, and What I Learned -- Winick